THE INSIDE STORY

Heelift Glide Ultra and Heelift AFO Ultra are the result of independent third-party research with clinicians across North America and Europe. These clinicians described the ideal offloading boot as one that:

- Completely offloads the heel every time
- Is easy to clean
- Removable elevation pad cover
- Promotes compliance by being comfortable and easy to use

Heelift Glide Ultra and Heelift AFO Ultra are all of those things...and more. Along with the reliable performance clinicians expect from the Heelift Glide and Heelift AFO, the Ultra boots are lined with our new Ultra-Grip lining; a breathable, wipe-clean interior that helps keep the foot in place while maintaining comfort.

ULTRA PERFORMANCE • ULTRA COMPLIANCE • ULTRA PREVENTION
SIMILAR FEATURES

The new Heelift AFO Ultra and Heelift Glide Ultra share a number of innovative features:

- Our new Ultra-Grip inner lining that helps keep the foot in place while providing a breathable, wipe clean surface.
- A soft, durable outer covering that allows the leg to move freely over the sheets.
- A cooler, drier microclimate thanks to the open cell construction and ventilated design.
- Both boots can be machine washed and dried.

- The fixed offloading pad can be customized to meet a variety of patient needs.

ADDED BENEFITS OF HEELIFT AFO ULTRA

- A semi-rigid polypropylene brace for superior foot drop protection, as well as protection to sensitive heels during patient transfers and while in a wheelchair.
- A walking tread that allows limited mobility while wearing the boot.

It all adds up to a better offloading boot, thanks to feedback from hundreds of clinicians over the years, and successful outcomes in thousands of product trials. In fact, Heelift Boots are the only heel offloading boot to have a Randomized Control Trial showing them to be effective at the prevention of heel pressure ulcers. That kind of evidence is what sets Heelift Boots apart.

To learn more visit us online at: www.heelift.com/ultra
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